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Strategic Management
2004

in a business world characterised by change turbulence and corporate scandals strategy is more crucial today than ever before
far too often top management develops a strategy for the company that is never communicated to or understood by other levels

Strategic Management
2007-06

a textbook for senior university and university of technology students which introduces the theories and formulation of strategic
management discusses the analysis of the environment and applies and evaluates the concepts in a south african setting through
electronic case studies ancillarymaterial includes a cd with extra case studies for students to be shrink wrapped in the book a cd
with instructor s manual teaching tips etc and a set of powerpoint slides either on a third cd or on the website

Strategic Management
2006-01-01

strategic management towards sustainable strategies in southern africa covers the key concepts of strategy and shows how
these are integrated within the management environment the book outlines how south african organisations make use of
strategic management principles to make positive and practical changes to their enterprises it also provides theory and
knowledge that can be applied to the work context to enable career growth and development the book is written for senior
undergraduate and postgraduate students of management at universities and universities of technology

Strategic Management
2019

focusing on leadership and strategic management this volume offers insights into effective strategic management as a
contribution towards educational transformation in south africa and guidelines on important aspects of good school management
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Strategic Management
2019-12-18

management 4e is an introductory text that provides internationally accepted management theories within the framework of
south african and southern african organisational practices

Leadership and Strategic Management in South African Schools
2003

principles of general management a responsible approach for southern africa answers the need of a resource to provide students
first entering the field of management that helps them to become responsible managers and leaders to be change agents and to
act as the human foundation for responsible organisations the book is currently the first book written by south africans for the
south african and broader african market integrating the pillars of responsible management in the main managerial functions this
book covers the traditional view of management encompassing the planning organising leading and control functions the three
pillars of responsible management sustainability responsibility and ethics are then integrated into each of these functions with
the aim to develop responsible managers organisations socio economic systems and ultimately a sustainable world society a
responsible manager will embrace triple bottom line optimization stakeholder value optimization ethical decision making and
create moral excellence in his or her organisation topics enriched with south african examples case studies and scenarios that
are covered include the evolution of management theory and how traditional theories evolve to responsible management a
responsible approach to the management process sustainability responsibility and ethics social entrepreneurship the
management environment a responsible approach to organisational planning a responsible approach to organising responsible
leadership workforce motivation a responsible approach to controlling the book is ideal for undergraduate studies at higher
education institutions managers in the corporate and public environment leaders project managers especially for csr related
projects and anyone aspiring to be a responsible manager

Management 4th South African edition
2012-07-12

community based natural resource management cbnrm is a compelling concept if people are allowed to be custodians of their
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resources better management of the resources will result cbnrm is much more complex and challenging than has commonly been
understood but can provide a way to achieve a more equitable and sustainable approach to the use of natural resources this
book has a focus on southern africa it is aimed at students of natural resource management including undergraduates
conservation practitioners and development sector implementing agents it is theoretically grounded but has a major applied
focus with respect to understanding the why what and how of cbnrm in order to more effectively guide natural resource
management it is not a manual with explanatory details about implementation measures rather it helps the reader to understand
the complexity of cbnrm and provides a guide to other resources that will assist in enhancing learning part i consists of ten
chapters after introducing the cbnrm concept consideration is given to the following history as a determinant of progress
economic foundations well being livelihoods and business institutions and governance stakeholder analysis adaptive
management capacity development and learning and communication for effective implementation part ii is devoted to eight case
studies from the southern africa region that illustrates some of the issues considered in part i they are included to provide
material that can be used as site specific examples and teaching aids to complement general discussion of the issues

Principles of General Management
2020-01-21

understand operations management in a southern african context operations management global and southern african
perspectives 3rd edition is based on the respected 7th edition of operations management by slack chambers and johnston this
fresh edition has been adapted to the unique southern african context while keeping in mind the wider global context despite
revisions to the text it maintains the carefully developed pedagogical approach and accessibility of the uk edition chapters begin
and end with key questions and summary answers to help develop your thinking around the topics the new edition comes packed
with a host of new features including revised data and cases that reflect the southern african context problems and applications
hone your problem solving skills and help you understand how theory applies to real world application containing many features
to help you get the best from your learning this is an excellent textbook for undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as
managers in practice

Strategic Management
2013

this book examines the trajectory of management studies in south africa during the apartheid and post apartheid periods the
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unique political journey of south africa provides a distinctive context in which to explore the progression of management studies
within a developing state the authors consider how apartheid has configured the discipline of management studies to reflect
certain racial institutional and gendered trends and analyse the extent to which these trends have adapted or changed in post
apartheid times appealing to management scholars and professionals this book provides implications for policy and practice
within the south african higher education sector and presents avenues for future research

Community-Based Natural Resource Management in Southern Africa
2013-06-05

aims to consider the concepts and principles of the important areas of educational leadership signalled by nelson mandela this
text uses south african case examples and activities to encourage reflection and personal development it is intended for those
who lead and manage in schools or support them in a professional role

Tourism Management in Southern Africa
2003

book cd to improve on an award winning book poses a major challenge to its authors the authors of this book took the challenge
head on by conducting a major research study to determine what exactly the outcomes are that managers at different levels
must deliver in contemporary organisations in south africa and the rest of africa the findings of this study which dealt with current
and near future management issues as well as classical and contemporary thinking about management were used as the
blueprint for the updating of this book after placing management in context the authors deal with the knowledge skills and
dispositions required of managers to perform the management functions of planning organising leading and controlling in a
volatile business world examples of how the functions are applied in practice are cited throughout the book these examples refer
mainly to south african organisations and situations that managers in south africa and africa have to deal with to create and
sustain a competitive advantage for their organisations the book endeavours to break down the silo effect of seeing the
management functions as separate activities this is done by continuously placing the management function at hand in a bigger
context this enables learners of management to assess the implications of management decisions on different people processes
systems and so on that make up the organisation
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Retail Management
2013

written specifically for middle level south african police saps managers this guide explores the creation of a learning environment
within the saps the development of general and resource management skills and practices and the promotion of community
policing and its role in the saps

Operations Management Global & Southern African Perspective
2023-04-20

south african human resource management focuses on the knowledge and skills that managers at all levels need the authors
integrate contemporary international research and implementation with a south african perspective

Management Policy in South Africa
1983

the purpose of this book is to establish the first formalised scholarly work on critical management studies cms in the south african
context the book is a collection of seven chapters six of which employ a conceptual methodology and one of which follows an
interpretive paradigm employing qualitative methods of inquiry cms is a relatively young school of thought arising in the early
1990s and still very much a peripheral movement within the academic discipline of management south africa has very little
scholarship on cms as precious few scholars work in this space furthermore publication opportunities are virtually non existent as
cms is virtually unknown in the south african community of management scholars thus this book represents the first academic
work on cms published in south africa written and reviewed by scholars who are familiar with the field the primary target
readership would be management academics but it could also be a useful reference for postgraduate students in management

Human Resource Management
2011
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an accessible textbook for second and third year students of management accounting the book uses current and relevant
examples for south african students supporting managerial decision making in the context of management accounting

Financial Management in Southern Africa
1999

south africa is celebrating its first decade of democratic freedom it therefore seems appropriate to examine in more detail how
south africa has tried to restore some of the many social injustices caused by the former apartheid regime this book offers a view
into the world of organisation and management from a cultural perspective the authors investigate how initiatives and policies
with the aim of generating more employment equity have been developed implemented and have worked out in various sectors
of the south african economy the various chapters present in depth case studies that deal with the south african government
local ngos universities and tourism the book reveals in detail the local struggles of the historically disadvantaged and the powers
that be to try and live up to the ideals of the new south africa

Evaluation Management in South Africa and Africa
2014-12-01

education leadership and management have changed dramatically since 1994 with the changes in legislation governing schools
the new policies involve the learners educators and parents to a larger extent in terms of managing schools this text looks at
these changes and the practical implications of the policies it explores management skills such as communication understanding
systems planning and accountability it gives detailed explanations of the new management systems by looking at different
aspects of each piece of legislation as well as the way in which it relates to the numerous role players involved in managing a
school this book has the advantage of taking into account all aspects of managing the whole school environment in a very
practical manner

Management Studies in South Africa
2018-09-20

grounded in democratic culture and values education management and leadership a south african perspective second edition
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enables individuals in school leadership and management positions to have an in depth understanding of leading and managing
effective schools the book comprises twelve chapters each discussing a different aspect of school management and or leadership
such as managing diversity and multiculturalism in the south african context so that a comprehensive model of an effective
school is created consideration is given to african perspectives on management and leadership applied within educational
settings important concepts such as effectiveness efficiency and economy are explained and various leadership and management
theories are introduced to the reader pertinent topics covered include the policy and legal frameworks within which educational
leaders and managers operate the management of relationships between parents teachers learners and the broader community t
he need for school development and planning processes involved in establishing accountability and quality assurance the
systems required for good governance and financial and physical resource management page 4 of cover

Managing Finance and External Relations in South African Schools
2005

the current economic climate and evolving business needs necessitate the supply chain industry to rethink strategies around
transportation management as it is the structural glue that connects and binds communities to organisations and organisations to
economies transportation management as an aspect of the supply chain network ensures that the required material is delivered
in the right quantity and of the right quality to the right place at the right time it is dependent on infrastructure processes and
systems together with human resources to function successfully within the wider supply chain industry transportation
management a southern african perspective improves and expands on existing academic knowledge on transportation
management within the southern african landscape transportation management a southern african perspective provides an
overview of the contribution made by the southern african development community sadc towards improving transportation
management as part of its overall goal of increasing opportunities for growth given the economic political and social challenges
facing this region written by academics and industry experts it contains practical case studies revision questions and examples to
expand the text as it attempts to address current concerns within higher education pertaining to decolonising content back cover

ESAMI Management Review
1987

this edition of managing tourism services strives to promote and instil a strong customer centric orientation in the reader
therefore the title places strong emphasis on service orientation and the content focuses on managerial functions
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Management Principles
2007

based on the reputable us text the 2nd southern african edition of crafting executing strategy covers what every senior level or
entry level mba student in southern africa needs to know about crafting executing and aligning business strategies through
presentation of core concepts and analytical techniques a separate case and readings sections build on the main text by
demonstrating the theory in practice the core concepts are explained in language that southern african students can grasp and
provide relevant examples as used by small medium and large sa companies

Retail Management Second Edition: A South African Perspective
1998

this book presents a valuable new tool for water management water resource accounting which significantly advances the
economic analysis of water water resource accounts integrate detailed information about water supply and use with national
income accounts to show the economic use of water costs and tariffs paid and the economic value of water for different economic
uses based on the un s handbook for environmental accounting this book describes the implementation and policy application of
water accounts in three african countries botswana namibia and south africa and discusses how they have been used by water
managers the book compares water use across the three countries explaining the differences in water resources and water policy
in addition to the comprehensive outline of physical and monetary water accounts for each country the authors provide an
extensive discussion of water valuation as well as addressing a number of issues of regional importance including water
accounting for an international river basin and the impact of trade on each country s water use by demonstrating the usefulness
of water resource accounts this book makes a major contribution to the literature on water economics and management
sustainable development and to the development of environmental accounting in general the economics of water management in
southern africa will appeal to a wide readership including environmental and development economists ngos concerned with
sustainable development environmental advocacy groups professionals economists and environmentalists working in africa on
water and sustainable development issues water professionals national accounts experts and statisticians
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Police Management in South Africa
2003

tourism is a rapidly growing field of study in south africa and tourism management is a compulsory course taught in all three
years at the majority of universities of technology and universitites this book meets the need for a good south african book
pitched at the right level on this subject specialists from various fields ranging from accounting to human resource management
have written comprehensively on various aspects of management as they relate specifically to the tourism industry the book has
a southern african focus and is rendered accessible to students through the use of south african examples and case studies

South African Human Resource Management
2016-12-31

provides an overview of nine coastal and fisheries co management case studies in south africa the book outlines the concepts
and theoretical underpinnings of co management and examines the policy and legal framework governing coastal and fisheries
resource management in southern africa

Critical management studies in the South African context
2008-05-01

Principles of Management Accounting
2006

Culture, Organization, and Management in South Africa
2008
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Education Management and Leadership
2012

Event Management: Putting thery into practice - A South African Approach,
3rd Edition
2019

Education Management and Leadership
2020

Transportation Management
1985

Black Managers in South African Organisations
2005

Managing Tourism Services
2010-12-16
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EBOOK: Crafting and Executing Strategy: South African Edition
2000

Managing Tourism Services
2007-01-01

The Economics of Water Management in Southern Africa
2007

Managing Tourism in South Africa
2003

Waves of Change
1978

Management in South Africa
2016
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African Cultural Heritage Conservation and Management
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